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Little
Theatre
Threatened
By Offices

BY DAN WILE

Director of Student
Activities Chris Columbo will
probably recommend to Director
of Student Services Toni Schmith
that the Little Theatre be
subdivided into two offices and a
conference room if there are no
alternate proposals by the end of
the month.
Columbo said it only became

apparent two weeks ago that the
Spring Fair and the Graduate
Representative Organization as
well as the Women's Center all
badly need more office space by
the beginning of next semester.
Furthermore, Levering Hall needs
another conference room because
Conference Rooms A and B are
booked to capacity.

David Fishkin, Assistant to the
Chaplain, feels that due process
has not been followed. He claims
the Activities Director notified
the groups that used the facility
only recently and indirectly.

Fishkin said Columbo should

Levering Hall is short of office space for new groups. The Little
Theater may become the first victim of bureaucratic expansion.

have notified the groups earlier in
the year. The Activities Director
said he did not anticipate the
need for more space at that time.

Fishkin said the Little Theatre
is the only truly intimate social
space on campus. He is skeptical
of the suggestion that movable
partitions be used to create the
same sort of atmosphere in a
slightly modified Great Hall. He
doubts whether the remodeling
would take place very soon.
Fishkin uses the theatre for live
musical entertainment in
Chester's Place Coffeehouse,
which has been held every week
for the past three years. Columbo

Council, G.R.O. To Establish
Separate Curriculum Reviews

The Student Council and the
Graduate Representative
Organization will have separate
curriculum review committees
which will work with the faculty
committee beginning early next
semester.
Student Council President

George Connally said Wednesday
night that a small group will
perform most of the work.
Initially, each member will
survey a particular area of the
curriculum to find the areas of
concern. Every four weeks the
committee will hold a forum to
inform the students of the
review's progress and to solicit
more opinions.
The GRO group will meet with

the graduate students in each
department to discover their
needs or complaints. The final
report, to be issued in
conjunction with the Student

Council's, will also assist the grad
students to change their
departments from within.
The Student Council will work

with the SC Education
Committee. The Chairpersons of
the undergraduate and graduate
groups will sit as ex-officio
members of the faculty
committee and will have full
access to all information.

After all groups complete their
reports, Dean of Homewood
Faculties George Own will
synthesize their conclusions,
noting issues of agreement and
disagreement, and will submit
documents to the Academic
Council sometime in the spring
of 1968. The faculty committee's
work has been delayed several
weeks because Dr. Carl Christ;
the proposed chairperson, will be
in England next semester.

also proposed moving the
Playwrighting class to the
Listening-Viewing Room because
it is an actual theatre.
Columbo said he had

cont. on p. 3

More Janitors Shifted;
Union May Take Action

BY ELAINE PIZZO

1 6 of the 22 custodial
employees at the School of
Public Health and Hygiene have
been transferred to night shifts in
the last three weeks. The first
moves toward a similar action
have begun in the Medical School
as well.
These moves, plus the

controversial shifts already
effected at Homewood, have
prompted Union Local .1231 of
the Amalgamated Municipal
Employees to consider whether
the custodians' contract has been
violated, and whether legal action
can and should be taken against
the University.

Section 5 of the contract,
which discusses starting times

and work schedules, states that
"Determination of starting times
shall be made by the University,
and schedules may be changed
from time to time. Starting
times, and schedules for groups
shall be a proper subject of
discussion between the
University and the Union before
such change is made."
One point of dispute will

probably concern interpretation
of the term "discussion--" that is,
whethei the University is
required to consult the Union or
merely to notify it. Furthermore,
concerned students have noted
that in both cases, Union
business agent Jim Claxton first
heard of the decision at the same
time or after employees had been

:cont. on p.7

News-Letter Completes Equipment Overhaul

With Purchase Of Three Composing Units
BY TOM LANGLOIS

With the purchase of
$ 25,000 worth of new
equipment, the News-Letter has
completed "a major step forward
in its production technique,"
according to Editor-in-Chief Bob
Riggs. By the first issue of next
semester, an IBM Magnetic-Card
Composing system should be in
operation in the Gatehouse.
The composing system

includes two Mag-Card input
units, one Mag-Card input-output
unit, and one self-contained
input-output unit. The raw copy
is typed on one of the input
units. Reading from the magnetic
card, the composer then places it
into the proper form which
appears in these columns. The
new system should increase the
speed of production; corrections
can be made easily before the
typing of the copy.

In September the News-Letter
took delivery of Compugraphic's
Model 7200 Headliner. This
$5000 machine prints the various
headlines used in both copy and
advertisements. It replaces an
archaic twelve-year-old machine.

These new additions to the
production department "will
complete the turnover of

outdated graphics equipment,"
layout king and co-Managing
Editor Mark Wolkow said.
The upgrading of the

News-Letter equipment began
last year with additions to the
darkroom. After amassing a
$6000 surplus from advertising
revenues, the News-Letter
decided to replace its present
ten-year-old IBM conmposing
equipment. The new system will

be purchased entirely with
News-Letter funds.
The Mag-Card composer will

be leased from IBM through the
end of this year, and then
purchased. The input and output
units will be purchased from
other areas of the University.
They have previously been leased
from IBM through the Steinwald
Alumni House, the Duplication

Icont. on p. 7

Managing Editor Mark Wolkow and his baby, the new headliner.
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There will be Reform1ServicesIthis
Friday night, 6:00 in the Garrett
Room. All are welcome. Sponsored by
the JSA.

CATHOLIC MASS ON DECUMBER
8, Friday, Holy Day Feast of the
Immaculate Conception, Liturgy of
the Eucharist will be celebrIted at
8:00 am, Conference Room A of
Hopkins Union and also at 12:05
noon in the Great Hall.

Last chance for anyone who would
like to be Orientation or Spring Fair
chairperson. Schedule yourself an
interview today. The sign-up sheet is
on the Student Council Office door.
For more information, leave a message
for Bruce Smith at the Student
Council Office.

The JHU Fine :krts Committee will be
presenting a Mini festival in
December. On December 6th Lol
Coxhill, one of the leading British
Jazz Saxophonists will be playing in
the Glass Pavilion. Followed on
December 16th by British guitarist
Fred Frith, and America's own
co-accident along with the Baltimore
Musical Ensemble Mana Dada 1919.
Watch for more news. Anyone
interested can call Ken Newman,
467-9140 or Tina Bovis, 235-2376.

The JSA will sponsor Shabbat rervices
this week. Friday night services will be
at 6:00 pm followed by a special
family style dinner. Saturday morning
service at 9:30. All in the KDH. The
JSA Semi-Formal has been postponed

campus notes
until next semester.

There will be ISRAELI DANCING on
Tuesday December 5 in the Great Hall
at 7:00 pm. All are welcome.

The Baltimore Free University is now
recruiting instructors for the Spring,
1979 semester. Any adult who has a
skill, special idea, or subject to share
with other adults is welcome to apply
to teach in the Free University. All
teaching positions are volunteer.
Deadline for application is December
8. Those interested in becoming a part
of the Baltimore Free University
shoulc‘ write or call the Office of the
Chaplain, Johns Hopkins University,
3400 North Charles Street, Baltimore,
MD., 21218; 338-8187.

UNICEF greeting cards are now
available in the Rotunda on Mondays
through Fridays from 9:00 to 4:00
pm. Cards will also be available on
Dec. 2,9, and 16 between 11:30 and
3:00.

Volunteers are needed to man the
Baltimore Association for Retarded
Citizens Booth at the Hecht
Company's Golden Ring Mall Store
from now through December 23.
Volunteers are needed from 3:00 pm
to 9:30 pm on weekdays and from
10:00 am to 9:30 pm on Saturdays.

Volunteering for a short three-hour
shift would greatly help the people at
B AR C. If you are interested in
helping, please see Judy Reilly in the
Chaplain's Office in Levering Hall or
call ext. 8188.

There will be a (short) meeting to
discuss the upcoming JHU United
Jewish Appeal campaign, on Monday,
Dec. 4 at 6:30 in Gilman 42. This is
not a KDH event. Please come if you
are interested. If unable to attend, call
Dave evenings at 366-6690.

"The Sunday Experience" resumes
Decembei 3 at 11:00 am in the
Listening/Viewing Room when
International Fellows from the JHU
Metro Center will present their
"Views of America." Among the
countries represented are West
Germany, India and Finland. Their
views will represent the wide range of
cultural and political backgrounds
from which they come in relatior. to
what they have discovered about life
in the U.S. The program will be
preceded by the Zumebuzi Jazz
Quintet. The free Yoga class at 10:00
am continues on Sunday mornings
during December. These programs are
sponsored by the Office of the
Chaplain, Johns Hopkins University
which may be contacted for more
information at 338-8187.

Le Minimestre a L'Universite de
Montreal. II reste encore quelques
places pour le cours de conversation et
de culture canadienne a l'Universite de
Montreal pendant le mois de janvier.
Pour tous renseignements voir MMe
Sullivan ou Mlle. Karff lundi le 4
decembre a 11 heures et a une heure
dans Gilman 221.

Intersession Course - La Phonetique
Francaise to be offered during one
week of intersession by Kathleen
Hugley-Cook; January 8 through
January 12 for one hour each day -
lab is also required. If you are
interested, leave your name, phone
number and box number with Ms.
Sullivan or Ms. Karff in Gilman 221.
N.B. One-half credit Pass-Fail will be
given for the course.

The Pas de Six Ballet Company of the
Peabody Institute (a Young Audience
Ensemble) will be performing at
Dundalk Community College on
Sunday, December 3 at 12 noon. The

performance which is free and open to
the public will be in the Dance Studio
located in the gymnasium at DCC
(7200 Sollers Point Rd., Dundalk,
MD).

The End is Near! HopSFA's last
meeting for 1978 will be Tuesday
December 5 at 8:00 pm in Conference
Room A.

Who is Jesus Christ? Is He simply a
prophet or a teacher, or just a good
man? Is His life relevant to a student's
life today? The Hopkins Christian
Fellowship invites you to a talk on
"The Person of Jesus Christ" given by
Becky Pippert on Wednesday,
December 6, 6:30-8:30 in the Garrett
Room of the MSE Library. All are
welcome. Want more info? Call Dave
(467-7393) or Todd (467-5962).

Undergrads: Today is your last chance
to vote on next year's MSE
Symposium and a few amendments to
the Undergrad. constitution.

Successful candidates for MSE
Symposium Chairperson please
schedule your interviews for this
weekend. See the note on the Student
Council Office door. Thanks.

LAST WEEK'S
TURKEY

QUIZ
RESULTS

Congratulations to William
Lansburg, the lucky winner of
the Gala Notorious Turkeys
Quiz. What can I say? The
Quizmaster ain't feeling so hot
tonight, folks, so let's keep it
short, okay? You can send your
cards and letters to me care of
the NI,. The results of the
last quiz:

I) John (.'. Calhoun
2) A Klansman
3) Willie Stargell

4)Literary Digest
5) The First Battle of Bull Run
6) Turn-On
7) Kahoutek
8) Pilgrim z 's Progress
9) "Santa Claus Conquers the
Martians"
10) "Le Bateau" by Henri
Matisse
11) Stradlater
12) The Bromo-Seltzer Tower
13) Sgt. 'Pepper's Lonely 1/earls
Club Band

The Senior Class

Film Series

Presents 

"The Goodbye Girl'
is a joyous comedy —

just what the doctor ordered.
Neil Simon makes feeling good legal..."

Gf NE ',1, ,

"ONE OF THE BEST PICTURES OF THE YEAR
'Of

RICHARD DREYFUSS • MARSHA MASON 0
MO 111111 KIM IIN? QUINN CUMMINGS as Lift

PG. Wite. 0.111110 mom it

Friday & Saturday December 1 & 2
7, 9, & 11 p.m.

Sunday, December 3 8 & 10 p.m.

All shows in Shaffer 3

Admission: $1.50 Seniors: $1.00

EMPLOYMENT
INTERVIEWS

The following is a list of businesses planning to visit campus the
first week in December. Any in+,erested students should stop by the
Placement Bureau, room 135 Garland Hall, and sign up for an
interview. Company literature and general employment

information is also available.

12/5/78

12/5/78

12/6/78

12/6/78

12/7/78

12/8/78

Aberdeen Proving Ground

Systems Planning Corporation

Electronic Modules Corpotation

Bell Laboratories- for Physics

Bell Laboratories - EE, Math Sciences

Bell Laboratories- EE, Math Sciences

Interviews will iesume in February - schedules will be available in

Mid-January.

The Peabody Conservatory of Music

Ruggiero

RICCI
Berl

SENOFSKY
Jose

CUETO
The Violin Concerti of Vivaldi and Bach

Peabody Chamber Orchestra
Fiora Contino, Conductor

Sunday, December 3, 8:15 p.m.
Peabody Concert Hall, 1 E. Mt. Vernon Place

Tickets: $7, $5, $3
Hopkins students, faculty and staff half-price
Peabody Box Office: 837-0600

Special Pre-Concert Buffet Dinner
served in the Peabody Cafeteria 6-8 p.m.

Spaghetti Genose
Chicken Tarragon

Vegetables, Salad, Desserts
Beverages, Wine $4.50
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JHU Gets Pentagon Dollars
BY EDWARD SULLIVAN

Johns Hopkins is the top
University Defense contractor in
the country and the 57th largest
overall contractor, according to
William Buchanan, Supervisor of
External Relations for the JHU
Applied Physics Laboratory.
The overwhelming bulk of the

money, $132 million, goes to the
APL. Of that total, $110 million
is used in defense work and the
reminder goes to other agencies.
They include the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration, the Department
of Energy, the National Institute
of Health and the Department of
Commerce.

Not all of the $132,000,000
was spent on work done at the
APL site in Howard County.
Subcontracts totalled
$57,000,000. No single firm does
most of the subcontracting, said
Buchanan. "There are literally
thousands of companies that we
subcontract with."

Almost all of the money that
remains is used to meet expenses
at APL. "As far as the University
gaining financially from APL,
that is not the case," said Steven
Nemphos, University Controller.
"There is not that much
interaction between the
management of the University
and the Applied Physics
Laboratory." The general
management of APL, as well as
any major policy decisions,
however, are subject to
University review. APL did pay
the University approximately

$60,000 last year in
administrative expenses,
according to Nemphos.
The Applied Physics

Laboratory has been designated a
national resource by the
government. If Hopkins
should ever dedde to break off its
association with APL, the
University has agreed to provide
a trust in order to keep the
Laboratory operating. The trust
will consist of the APL site and
facilities, as well as monies in the
Stabilization and Contingency
Fund (currently $25,000,000).

Treasurer Steve Nemphos

The Stabilization and
Contingency Fund is "the
accumulated excess of revenues
over expenditures," since APL
has been in existence, said
Nemphos. The fund includes the
$8,000,000 which have been
invested within the facilities at
APL.
The Applied Physics

t
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President Muller on the air.

Inflation TV Series Produced
BY PETE CINQUEGRANI

Five NBC owned TV
stations, including Channel 4
from Washington, are
broadcasting a series called
"Inflation: The Economy in
Crisis", which is the brainchild of
Bruce Jaffe and Sam Zappas,
Directors of the Hopkins Media
Center.
The series features Irving R.

Levine as moderator of a panel
discussion on inflation. The
programs cover such topics as
inflation's causes and definition,
the government's role in causing
and controlling its economic
uncertainty in a mixed economy;
the role of multinational
corporations and cartels, and
possible solution and
implications of the problem.
A different group, made up of

business and labor leaders,
government officials and
academics will discuss each issue
with Dr. Muller during the
December 17th program on

international topics.
Jaffe and Zappas began

considering the possibility of a
series last spring and contacted
NBC in July. As 'associate
producers Jaffe and Zappas
wrote most of the questions and
original drafts of Levines intro's
and outro's. NBC provided the
broadcast quality equipemnt and
outlet facilities for the series
along with the prestige necessary
to bring in name panelists.
The Media Center and NBC are

working on another program
about electronic music entitled
"The Music of Sound".

The Media Center is trying to
expand its capabilities and
operations, especially in the area
of video tape, in an attempt to
provide facilities to document
research and provide service
facilities for various departments
The Centerdoes not intend to

put courses on 'tape, as some
schools do, but to provide
supplements to the curriculum in
tape form.

Laboratory began during World
War II as a program at the
Carnegie Institute in Washington,
D.C. It was transferred to
Hopkins in 1942. Working in a
garage in Silver Spring, physicists
developed the proximity fuse for
anti-aircraft defense. The fuse
explodes when it comes near
another solid object.

During the early 1950's, APL
was involved largely in guided
missile research, particularly in
the development of surface-to-air
missiles for the U.S. Fleet. After
1956, APL became involved wit,h
the submarine program which has
become today's Polaris system.
The launching of Sputnik I in

1957 led APL into space
technology. This research has
resulted among other things in
the construction by APL of a
detailed model of the earth's
gravitational field.
APL is presently involved in a

wide range of military and
non-military research activities.
The areas of study include missile
guidance systems, defense
strategies and tactics for the U.S.
Fleet, and space technology. It
also collaborates with the
Medical School and the School of
Public Hygiene in a program of
biomedical research.

Since 1958, APL has offered
advanced technical courses under
the auspices of the Evening
College. In 1963, the Howard
County Laboratory was
designated a Center of the
Evening College. The Center now
offers programs leading to Master
of Sciences degrees.

POW

ODK President Stuart Davidson.

Leadership Fraternity
Inducts New Members

BY KEVIL DUHON

Initiation ceremonies were
held in the Garrett Room of the
Eisenhower Library last night
(Nov. 30) for the 28 new
members of Omicron Delta
Kappa.
An organization recognizing

achievement both in and out of
the classroom since its inception
here in 1951, ODK is being

Residential Life Head
To Leave In January

Peter Z. Gzowski, Director of
the Office of Residential Life,
resigned effecti4 January 15th.

According to Gzowski, he is
leaving because of the
conjunction of a number of new
job opportunities in Connecticut
and Baltimore. These include
working in a theatre and in his
family's real estate business.
"This will give me some time

off to take a look at the
alternatives and to spend time
with my family. I'm leaving on
January 15th because it
wou ldn't be fair to the
University to leave in the middle
of the term," Gzowski said.
The Director has been at

Residential Life since fall 1976.
He has been employed by the
University for five years.

During his terni, he said, he
has tried to make the Office serve
the students more effectively.
Housemasters are better prepared
in first aid and are trained to
work with groups. lie praised
Mitch Wolf, his predecessor, for
beginning this improved service.
"The type of student here has

changed since I first arrived,"
.said Gzowski. "People are a lot
younger. Many people have
skipped grades in high school,
though Hopkins is following a
national trend in this respect.

"People are becoming more
conservative in their personal
ethics. Students are also more
concerned with individual needs
and more vocal in fulfilling
them," Gzowski said,

revitalized this year after
membership dwindled to five
students and the faculty
secretary, Jerome Schneidman.
One of those five was
News-Letter Business Manager
Elliot Grover, while the other
Business Manager, Phillip Konort,
was an inductee.
President Stuart Davidson

welcomed the new inductees,
which include 24 seniors and
four juniors. He then outlined
the activities of the organization
for the coming year. The
Kennedy Memorial Lectureship is
sponsored by ODK, as well as the
Undergraduate Tutoring
Program. Davidson stated that
they hoped to obtain one of the
two Hopkins Nobel Prize winners
to speak at the Lecture on the
dangers of genetic research.

Wayne Franklin, the society's
Vice-Piesident and Tutoring
Chairperson,described his
program, which is run ,thru Dean
Hooker's office. He noted that a
main problem was the lack of
physics and chemistry tutors.
Omicron Delta Kappa is a

nationwide organization which
lists among its members such
Hopkins administrators as
President Steven Muller,
Associate Dean Jakie Hall,
Chaplain Chester Wickwire, and
Director of Student Activities
Chris Colombo. Alger Hiss was a
vice-president of the organization
during his days at Hopkins.

Activities Office Can't Promise Future Space
cont. from p. I

consulted people from the
Chaplain's Office, the Student
Council and the Union Board
about such a proposal. The
Director stressed that he is not
proposing the abolition of
Chester's Place, but a more
effective utilization of room
space. No cost or feasability
studies have yet been conducted
for such a project.

Fishkin said the Chaplain's

Office is considering letting the
GRO use the Chaplain's Office in
Merryman, but he is worried that
the SAC might simply
appropriate more space if it
needed more offices. Columbo
commented that he can make no
such guarantee because it is
impossible to project future
office needs.

Mark Kerbluh, a member of
the GRO steering committee, is
not in favor of moving to

Merryman because he is afraid
the grad students would have to
share an office with several other
groups. He said the GRO is just
as important as the Student
Council and it deserves a separate
office. He also said that dividing
the Little Theatre is probably the
only solution to the need for
more office space and conference
room .s
The Union Board will discuss

the issue this afternoon.
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Larry Flint, eat your heart out!

Course Criticism
The recently released list of courses for next semester and

Intersession contains nothing new or unexpected. But it
represents a continuation of trends unwelcome to
undergraduates seeking a broad education. Although few
departments arc above reproach, among the worst examples
of inadequate offerings for non-majors are in the
departments of Anthropology (4 courses) and Near Eastern
Studies (5 courses). These two cases are unfortunate not
only due to the low number of offerings, but also because
good general courses on topics such as Physical
Anthropology or the Origins of Civilization could be of
considerable interest to any student with even the slightest
interest in the history of man.
The list of Intersession courses this year is a joke. Except

for courses in Psychology and the Writing Seminars,
opportunities are nominal or non-existent. Most faculty
and administrators don't give a damn about Intersession.

Course selection is consistently sparse at Hopkins because
the faculty makes it that way. While sonic professors are
quite enthusiastic about teaching, too many do only the
minimum required for them to get by in their department.
The student apathy that some professors say make
undergraduates uninteresting to teach is frequently a
reflection of the way the faculty members themselves
approach their courses.

However, the basic source of the problem is not ill will or
indolence by professors. The problem is a system which
strongly discourages efforts towards teaching. This is
especially true for junior faculty, who could otherwise be
the most eager to educate undergrads. But the way things
are now, why should • they waste their time and energy?

Just like students, they can hardly afford to work on
projects for which they get no credit. Teaching receives no
credit in tenure decisions. Only research counts. Course
development is valuable and constructive, and must be
considered in the evaluation of a tenure candidate's work.
The conservative faculty forces which oppose this proposal
implicitly view undergraduate students as a necessary
inconvenience to be endured at this University.

Good Art Work
The J.H.U. Fine Arts Committee will be presenting

saxophonist Lol Coxhill and guitarist Fred Frith in solo
concerts at Hopkins on December 6th and 16th
respectively. This will be Coxhill's first performance ever in
America and only Frith's second, but both musicians have
strong, established reputations in Europe despite their
American obscurity. The organizers of these concerts, who
are Hopkins undergraduates, arc bringing these
acknowledged masters to America. ..and to Hopkins. The
Committee is making major strides towards establishing
Hopkins as a center for progressive music in America. The
opportunity to experience this new and different type of
music is extraordinary. Congratulations to the Fine Arts
Committee for bringing this reknowncd talent to Hopkins.
The event deserves support from anyone who has a mild
interest in any style of music.

Little Big Loss
The adminstration has just. proposed to convert the Little

Theatre in Levering into office space. Such a move would
hurt; the loss of this comfortable spot used for Chester's
Place and various local theatrical producations, would he
detrimental to the alrea4 slumbering student social life.

Alternatives are always available for any decision, if you
just look hard enough for them. We hope this matter will
not turn out to be another example of the big and powerful
swalming up the Laic.
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I letters to the
Can't Drive
To the Editor:

Congratulations on printing
one of your most authentic
articles to date on the life of the
commuter. As another from that
flock of beleaguered species I can
make no corrections to what Mr.
Ercolano has written, only
several additions:

1. Bali imoreans can't drive.
2. Commuters have to buy

gasoline. At sixty-six cents
gallon for self serve the
commuter not only gets robbed
but gets to smell the gas on his
hands all morning. (Yes, you
sheltered dormies, sixty-six cents
for lead-free and I buy it in the
suburbs. Premium gas, not self
serve, is pushing eighty cents in
the city.)

3. Baltimoreans can't drive in
the rain.
4. Mr. Ercolano neglected to

mention the fun of sliding into
school on a snowy morning. This
past winter was the worst since
there was more snow than ever
and the plows were out either
too early or too late.

5. Baltimoreans can't drive in
the snow.
6. If a domiie forgets an

assignment at his place of
residence he can run back and
hell be just two minutes late for
class. If a commuter forgets an
assignment, he can take the lower
grade or he can take a trip home
(half an hour in each chi ection in
my case) and get it.

7. Baltimorearip can't drive on
a perfectly clear day with the sun
shining.

8. And if a dormie needs to do
research or get some quiet
studying done, D Level and the
Hut are just a short stroll away.
The commuter has to face an
exhausting trip in Baltimore
traffic or wait until the family
gets to sleep at midnight before
everything is quiet.

9. Those Baltimoreans who
can drive are in constant
tiepidation of city, county and
state cops who want to restrict
them whenever possible.

10. We risk our tires every
time we try to park.

I could go on and on but I'm
sure you get the picture.

Jeff Orbach

Framed
To the Editor:

Last Thursday night, two
seemingly respectible young
women from Goucher College
carried a practical joke too far.
Cindy Smith and Amy Johanson
upheld the hallowed tradition of

Tuttle Hall by removing the two

most recent fraternity
composites from the Gam house.
Unfortunately, during the
burglary they encountered a few
unforeseen obstacles. The Gam
brothers had taken preventive
measures to put an end to this
impish joke by securely bolting
the frames to the wall with
several four inch lag bolts. This in
our opinion would have
discouraged any normal person;
however these two women
exhibited the determination
inbread in every Goucher honey.
In order to accomplish their task,
they proceeded to rip the frames
off the wall causing the frames to
splinter and the glass to break,
utterly destroying the
composites. One composite was
literally ripped out of its frame.
These composites cost the
fraternity approximately
$300.00 each. Our concern is not
so much with pecuniary value of
the item but with its intrinsic
value.

Over the weekend, the Gam
brothers shrewdly pieced
together a few bizarre clues and
were able to pinpoint the
loca-tion of the composites. On
Sunday morning, in true Kojak
form, several Gam Brothers
surprised Cindy and Amy in their
dorm room, whereupon the two
mutilated composites were
recovered.
Several of the brothers

advocated a severe reprisal in
order to put an end to this
blasphemy. Some foolhardily
suggested tar and feathers, others
agreed to screw them over slowly

, and painfully (?), however we
have decided not to retaliate to
this act of vandalism by
committing an equally insane act.
Instead we have decided to help
these two poor young ladies. We

are presently collecting funds in
order that Cindy and Amy may

receive a few sessions of
psychotherapy at the Hopkins
Counseling and Psychiatric

Center here on campus.
GAM Fraternity

Miss-Spell
To the Editor:

Why 110 more cheesecake
pictures? Were you gays scared
by my last missive? Now you
have just cheesecake articles, like
that one on the riflery team.
That wasn't just cheesecake; that
was rancid bread pudding!
Everyone knows that Harry
Callahan is just a bunch of dyes
on some celloloid and magnetic
impulses on some tape. Don't try
to fool me.
Another thing. You male

chauvinist homos misspell
women's names. I picked up an
old issue of the Newsletter and

editor I
saw an article on the Rathskellar
by that marvelous Ros Resnick
and Debra Sirot. But you spelled
it Devra. Devra is the sound my
peekipoo Misty Moo Moo
Steinem makes before she bites
the mailman. Why they let a
bunch of illiterate premeds who
get horny when they see a
disembowelled formaldehyde pig
run a paper is beyond me! A real
woman wouldn't sit three feet
away from you, let alone sleep
with you. Go blow it out your
ears, queers!

With great anguish,
Melissa-Anne Pritchett

Goucher '80
Editor 's Note Sony, Melissa,

you're wrong this time. Ms. Sirot
spells her first name D-E-V-R-A,
and plans to keep it that way.

Violations
To the Editor:

In 1975 Johns Hopkins
abolished its Honor Code,
replacing it with a less stringent
code of academic ethics. During
the ensuing years, however,
adherence to the spirit and the
letter of the Ethics Code has
been minimal,Though the causes
may be manyfold, the lax
implementation of the Ethics
Code is probably due in large
part to the fact that a pleat
portion of the students 'and
faculty are unaware of the
provisions of the Code and the
workings of the Ethics Beard. It
is the intention of this letter to
serve as an introduction to the
Board's procedures and policies.

In the Hopkins community,
both the students and the faculty
are responsible for minimizing
violations of academic integrity,
i.e. cheating, plagiarism,
falsification, etc., and for
reporting them to the Ethics
Board. The course instructors

, may handle violations on their
own or request that the Ethics
Board appoint a hearing panel to
determine the student's guilt or
innocence, and if necessary, an
appropriate penalty. In turn, the
student accused of a violation
may either accept the decision
suggested by the instructor, or he
may be the one to request a
hearing panel if he is unsure of
receiving an impartial decision
from his instructor. Penalties
assessed by the Board are not
necessarily more severe than
those meted out by individual
crofessors. It should be
emphasized that one of the
important functions of the Ethics
Board is to protect the students'
right to fair treatment.
The Board's work, however, is

not limited to holding hearings.
Cont. on p. 5



Opinion 

Walters Questions Carter's Anti-Inflation Guidelines
Dr. Alan A. Walters, a

professor of Political Economy at
the Johns Hopkins University,
has served as an economic advisor
to Singapore and to former
British Prime Minister Harold
Wilson. He currently works for
the World Bank.

• Inflation is a persistent rise
in the general level of prices--now
mounting to about 8 percent a
year in the United States. And
inflation is caused by "too much
money chasing too few goods"
(this old chestnut is perfectly
sound). Inflation will be greater
the larger the increases on the
quantity of money and the
smaller the increase in the
quantity of goods.

Government has had a hand in
both increasing the amount of
money and restricting the
quantity of goods. During 1977-8
the government paid for growing
government spending, not
primarily with taxes or
government borrowing from the
public, but by printing dollar
notes and issuing its own
promises-to-pay.
Although the government

(President,Congress and the
Federal Reserve Board), has
caused the great inflation of
1977-8, they are quick in
denying any substantial
responsibility. (The President

himself has said that he is against
inflation, so how can he be
blamed?) The real culprits, it is
said, are the greedy trade unions,
rapacious businessmen, grasping
foreigners, such as oily sheiks,
and the Almighty (through
plagues, fib )ls, etc.). Apart from
prayer, which fortunately has a
low marginal cost, although
doubtful marginal product, one
can do little about natural
calamities. And one can do little
about foreigners. (However I
don't see why the United States
should enter into commodity
agreements and import
restrictions--on textiles for
example--which drive up the
prices on domestic market and
impoverish poor people in the
United States and East Asia). But
George Meany and Henry Ford
(III) are Americans and so can be
'guided' or controlled by the
President and his staff of
doughty inflation fighters. At
present only 'guidelines' are
deployed; any perspicacious
observer will anticipate that if
the voluntary guidelines are seen
to be ineffective, regulation of
prices and wages will soon
follow.

It is "Catch-22." Since
everyone will anticipate
mandatory controls all
businessmen and union leaders
will be increasing their prices and

wages much more rapidly than
they normally would, in
anticipation of the wage and
price 'freeze' (a la Nixon 1971)
to come during this winter. "Get
'em up now" is heard, loud in the
land. And as we see the present
escalation of prices and wages, in
anticipation of the freeze, it will
be widely argued that voluntary
controls have failed. The big stick
must be wielded to contain price
and wage demands. And of
course there will then be a magic
effect of mandatory methods;
prices and wages, having
increased at a tremendous lick
during the anticipatory periods
will then pause. The regulators
will congratulate themselves on
being 'realistic' but 'tough,' fair'
but 'flexible,' and so on.
Such guidelines and controls,

if effective, make the inflation
worse. They reduce the quantity
of goods available for sale,
creating shortages and black
markets. This shortage has
oacurred already with natural
gas--the price of which has been
regulated for many years.
American firms find it
unprofitable to produce natural
gas and switch their energies to
other pursuits; meanwhile the
limited quantity of gas still
flowing has to be rationed and
augmented by imports of energy
from Arab kingdoms. In view of
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The Board also endeavors to
prevent situations which are
conducive to academic
dishonesty. In fact, a majority of
our business deals with
preventive measures rather than
punitive action. The Board
welcomes all suggestions from
students and faculty that would
help us to maintain a more
healthy academic atmosphere.
However, any attempt to

minimize violations will
accomplish nothing unless the
students and faculty adhere to
the Ethics Code. Every member
of the Hopkins community has
an obligation to maintain his own
moral standards and to encourage
others to do the same. Cheating
hurts not only those who are
honest, but also undermines the
reputation of the University as a
community of scholars. Only if
everyone is aware of his

responsibilities can the Ethics Hopkins.
Code serve as an avenue to the Marc
maintainence of a high standard Chairman, Academic
of academic integrity at Johns
fø

E. Alterman
Ethics Board
Box 1280
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the impending deregulation of
natural gas one would have
thought that the President had
learned one important lesson--but
I would not bet on that.
Posturing and pusillanimity
rather than reason and reflection
seem to be the hallmarks of the
present administration.

Attempting to reduce inflation
by price and wage controls is like
trying to stop a house
overheating by breaking all the
thermostats instead of reducing
the fire in the furnace. The
overheating of the economy is
due to the too rapid expansion of
the money supply--brought about
largely by too rapid an increase
in spending by the Federal
government. There are some

that, at long last,
supply is being

hopeful signs
the money
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brought under suitably tight
control and the Federal deficit is,
at least, being reviewed with
suitable alarm. However, the
naive view that virtually all
important problems could be
solved by throwing sufficient
Federal money at them is bruised
and battered but not dead. It
generated the great American
inflation which began in 1963
and, I suspect, has many more
years to run. My main fear is that
the despairing attempts to deal
with the symptoms of inflation,
by mandatory controls, will
destroy some of the most
important freedoms, already
sadly eroded, which were
fashioned two centuries ago by
those prodigious Founding
Fathers.

.4=114.1=WOMIN

Welcome Back!
While you were away this summer

A Great New Disco has opened in Towson

DISCOTHEQUE & BACKGAMMON CLUB
Loch Raven Plaza

ekfteatistatalleeMOMONOWINWOMOMONANIMOIMMONOMMOM

JOHNS HOPKINS NIGHT
EvERy WEdNEsday NighT
 —vrommoomorammoreameasonommommoommwo

Bring this ad or present your College ID

for reduced admission charge of only $1.00
Dress— Like A Star"

STRICTLY F NFORCED—No Jeans, Tennis Shoes, Sandals
Tube Tops. T-Shats

Don't Miss It

Discotheque & Backgammon Club
Loch Raven Ilaz•

S W Corner of Loch Raven Blvd & Taylor Ave • 828-0311

MIDNIGHT SHOWS
Every Friday And

Saturday

Exclusive
The Playhouse SEPARATEOF CHARLES VILLAGE ADMISSION25th at Charles • 235-0430



DIRECT FROM CANADA

"KiNg HENRy Viii

ANd his WOMEN"
Presented by The Johns Hopkins University

Office of Special Events

A costumed production of music, song, dance, and readings from
the audacious days of Henry VIII, plus folksongs old and new
performed on 30 wind, stringed and percussion instruments of the
day by the WORLD RENOWNED MUSICIANS AND
RECORDING ARTISTS

THE
HUGGETT

FAMILY
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1 - 8:00 p.m.

Shriver Hall Auditorium, JHU Homewood Campus

TICKETS: Reg. - $5.00; Full-time students and Sr. citizens w/ID - $4.00.
Available at the Office of Special Events, Shriver Hall, Homewood Campus,
and the Unort Desk, the Hopkins Union. For further information please
call 338-715
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The Johns Hopkins University
Office of Special Events presents

Concert by Candlelight
Gregorian Chants and

Traditional Christmas Music

by THE PEABODY CHAMBER SINGERS
Dr. Flora Contino, Conductor

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1978
7:30 p.m.

Garrett Room, Eisenhower Library
Homewood Campus

Wassail Reception Following Concert
Tickets: $2.5U for all

AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR ONLY
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SUNY New Peitz
Overseas Pr2iram

9th Year
University of Paris

- Sorbonne
Undergraduates in Philosophy and

related majors earn 30-32 credits in
regular Sorbonne (Paris IV) course!...
SUNY - Paris IV agreement insures
students avoid cumbersome
oreilscription zind attend Paris IV,
not provincial unive.-sitites. (Program
Elso for one semester or full academic
year for stude.its just beginning to
study French Director assints with
housing, programs, studies.
Orientation, language review. Sept.
15-June 15. Estimated living, airfare,
tuition, fees: $3700 N.Y. refidents;
$4200 otherF. Professor Price
Charlson, Philosophy Department,
SUC, New Peitz, New York 12562
(914) 257-2696.

Free
Pregnancy

Tests
Prompt confidential help,
including birth control
and abortion services.

wo

788-4400

The New Arnbaosia
SIOecoalk Buffet
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NWomen Have Non-Verbal Advantages CLASSIFIEDS 
Females are much better at

receiving and conveying
non-verbal messages, according to
a study which Dr. Judith Hall,
Assistant Professor of Psychology
has helped to compile recently.
For the past six years, Dr. Hall
and several colleagues from other
universities have tested over 8000
people from all parts of the
world on their ability to interpret
nonverbal signals, which
comprise the bulk of human
communication.

Dr. Hall has specialized in
correlating sex differences with
nonverbal competence. That even
young girls are better non-verbal
communicators that young boys
may indicate early development
of gender roles in children, she

said.
Tests of teachers and foreign

services officers have revealed a
high correlation between
non-verbal skills and job rating.

Intellectual ability is not related.
Hall speculated that social
pressures against male
expressiveness might be depriving
men of extra alertness and
ability . Dr. Hall has also
attempted to relate the
advancement of women's status
in society to a possible decline in
non-verbal abilities, but
insufficient information is
available concerning women in
other societies.
The negative stereotypes of

women as manipulators or
psychics may possibly derive
from greater female sensitivity
and non-verbal abilities, Dr. Hall
said. According to Dr. Hall,
because non-verbal signals are
involuntary, people regard them

University Continues Consultations;
, .

Zdanis. Again Postpones Decision
cont. from p. I

been briefed. These students say
that although the change had not
actually been initiated, it was
placed before custodians as a
final decision before any
consultations with Claxton.
Claxton was not available for
comment.

Donald MacAvoy, Assistant
Director of Personnel, stated he
sent a letter to Claxton
concerning the decision, which
Claxton received June 7th, six
days after employees had been
briefed. "I notified (him) in
writing that the University
wanted to make the change and
asked him to respond," MacAvoy
said.

According to MacAvoy, the
central question is whether the
contract allows the University to
make the shift. "My job has been
to conclude whether the
University has the right to effect
this change in the contract--we
have that right."
On November 1st, MacAvoy

sent a letter to Claxton informing
him that "the University is
considering revising the starting
times of custodians in the School
of Medicine in the near future.
The new hours for the affected
custodians, approximately 17,
would be 11:30 p.m. to 8 a.m."
MacAvoy said nothing further

News-Letter
Equipment

cont. from p. 1
office, and the Medical
Institutions. By using the IBM
equipment few problems should
be encountered in the transition
to the new system.
"Certainly the acquisitions

represent one of the biggest
projects ever undertaken by a
student activity group at
Hopkins," Riggs said.
The new equipment is a major

step in the development of the
N-L and its related Hop-comp
production group. Possible future
changes could result from the
way the News-Letter is funded.
Business Manager Elliot
Grove summed up the purchase
by saying, "We've worked hard
for two years to get it; it's good
to know we'll finally have it."

had been done to implement this
shift change.
By mutual agreement among

the concerned parties, Associate
Provost and Vice President for
Administrative
A. Zdanis
announcing

Services Richard
has postponed
his reconsidered

position on the Homewood
janitorial night shifts until
Friday, December 8th. One
student among those working to
restore day shifts stated that the
Union meeting scheduled for
early next week is a definite
factor in the postponement. The
announcement has already been
postponed twice since its original

date of Tuesday, November 21st.
Tomorrow the group of

concerned students will present
petitions to Dr. Zdanis urging
that the decision be reversed. The
petitions will be accompanied by
a letter from George Connally as
President of the Student Council,
arguing that the response they
represent warrants a
reconsideration of the decision.
Over 1400 undergraduates,
graduate students, staff and
faculty members signed them.
Connally believes this response
"demonstrates a very high level
of concern on campus about this
issue."

as "off-the record".
Consequently, anyone who
openly exploits such forbidden
knowledge may be viewed as
dishonest.

Because the study measured
the ability to receive and convey
non-verbal signals associated with
Western cultures, those people
who come from other societies
and whose language was not
related to English performed
worse than other subjects.
Sensitivity also varied according
to occupation, with actors
coming out on top and
executives near the bottom.

Dr. Hall stressed that the result
of any non-verbal
communication studies cannot be
a dictionary of signals, for they
vary according to culture,
situational context, and personal
idiosyncrasies. Many non-verbal
communication self-help books
made this mistake she said.
Such works also suffer from a

key contradiction, according to
Dr. Hall. They say that since non
verbal signals are involuntary,
one can manipulate them to his
own advantage. However, if such
messages are uncontrolable, then
the person cannot systematically
use them to exploit others.

This spring, the Johns Hopkins
University Press will publish the
results of the study. It is titled
Sensitivity to Non-Verbal
Communication by Robert
Rosenthal, Judith A. Hall, M.
Robin DiMatteo, Peter L. Rogers

:and Dane Archer.

Homewood Social News Roundup
The Student Council Social

Committee is sponsoring a dance
tonight in the Glass Pavilion,
which features a local band called
Winter Sun.
The event begins at 9:30, with

admissidn 25 cents at the door.
Beer will flow freely until ten
o'clock, after which it will cost
25 cents per cup.
The Committee will also hold

a "hayride" evening of
entertainment Saturday night in
Randallstown, about 20 miles
outside the city. For $4.00,
participants will enjoy a chicken
barbeque cookout as well as
plenty of hot coffee, of which
they may have need.
The featured attraction of the

event is the hayride, a ride in the
back of a truck filled with hay.
"It sounds really kind of dumb,"
commented S.C. Social
Chairperson Bill Carlson. "It is
dumb, I guess, that's why it's a
lot of fun. They'll have a good
time."

For more information, call the
Council office.

Huggetts Do Henry
On Friday evening,

December 1st, at 8 p.m., the
Johns Hopkins University Office
of Special Events will present
"King Henry VIII and His
Women," a costumed production
of music, song, dance, and
readings by the Huggett Family
of Canada, renowned musical and

recording artists.
The performance will be given

in Shriver Hall on the
University's Homewood Campus.
In addition, the program will
include folk songs performed on
wind, string and percussion
instruments of the Rennaissance
period.
The Huggett Family--including

mother, father, two sons (18 and
23), and two daughters (17 and
20)--has performed in Europe,
Canada and the United States.
They have produced two record
albums in England.

Symposium
Do American corporations

have the right to use advertising
to express their opinions on
public policy and corporate
practice? This is the central
question facing a symposium to
held next Thursday, December 7,
at the Johns Hopkins University.

Participating in the symposium
will be Alonzo Decker, chairman
of the board of Black andDecker
Manufacturing Company, Chuck
.Ludlam, an aide to Senator
Abourezk, Paul Weaver from
Ford Motor Company, and
Sidney Dean, Jr. chairman of
New York City's
telecommunications advisory
board and a member of the
American Civil Liberties Union
communications committee. Also
on the panel are William Hesse,
president of the American

Association of Advertising
Agencies, and Prakash Sethi,
professor and author from the
University of Texas.
The symposium will take place

form 2:00 to 5:00 p.m. in the
Glass Pavilion on the Hopkins
campus and is open to the public.
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 484-5275

Ask for Wayne

SPANISH LESSONS - translations
by experienced native teachers. All
levels. 366-2056.

HAIRCUT - SHAMPOO - COND.
$6.50 For men - women - children.
Pamper Yourself Salon The Carlyle
Apts. 500 West Univ. Pkwy.
889-2859,

CARPETS CLEANED. Any sire
LR-DR area & hall $39.95. 6 't.
sofa $30 . 0 0 . 6 8 5 - 2 1 1 1.
Servicemaster of Pikesville.

NEED A BAND? Call LOTUS for
Rock 'n 547-1041.

TWO GUYS NEEDED to help me
move Saturday, Dec. 9. $5/hr. per
person. Call Deborah Digges at
467-2698 (home) or 955-8659
(work)

FOR REN7 - 4815 Briarcliff Rd.,
Balto. 3-bedroom semi-detached.
Superb condition. 252-7847

RESIDENCE FACILITIES FOR
WOMEN GRADUATE STUDENTS.
Priva:e furnished rooms, rent
$90-$130, includes kitchen, bath,
and laundry facilitites, free use of
indr.or pool and tennis courts. Meals
availiible in college diniiig room. For
more information tall the College of
Notre Dame Maryland at
435-0100. ext. 319, we,:kdays.

NEED A JOB DURING BREAK?
Articulate, outgoing individuals
needed for State's largest consumer
group. Full or part time positions
available now and during break.
Hours 1:30-10p.m. For info. call
433-8065.

LEAVING ON SABBATICAL?
Physician/Librarian couple and
charming infant seek home to care
for (houses:tting position) June '79
through June '80. Monthly rent
nego.iabli:. Mutual reference., of
course. 1702-16th Ave., S., Seatlle,
WA. 98144 Tel: 206-329-2533.

,HAVING A  BASHI
Make it a smash with
LOTUS BAND
Call 547-1041

for bookings & info
THERE A DIFFERENCE"

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

BALTIMORE

243-1456
1,1114

3121 St. Paul Street

Baltimore, MD. 21218

"VIEWS OF AMERICA"
Panel of International Fellows,
from the Metro Center, JHU

also

Free Yoga Class 10:00 A.M.
Zumbuzi Jazz Quintet

Sunday, December 3 oputin present6
.11:00 A. M.

Ore

Levering Hall
Listening-Viewing Room
The Johns Hopkins University
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AND THEY SAY
An Interview with NOBEL PRIZE WINNER Dr.

On October 12, 1978, Dr. Hamilton 0. Smith,
Professor of Microbiology at the Johns Hopkins Medical
School, and Dr. Daniel Nathans, Director of the
Department of Microbiology at Johns Hopkins, were
named winners of the Nobel Prize for Medicine. They
shared this honor with Dr. Werner Arber of Switzerland.
The Johns Hopkins microbiologists received their

awards for research investigating the nature of site-
specific restriction enzymes. Their discoveries have
provided scientists with the means for unlocking the
secrets of DNA.

Bacteria produce restriction enzymes to provide
protection against viruses. When viruses invade bacterial

cell walls, the restriction enzymes cut the viral DNA into
numerous fragments. To protect themselves from having
their. own DNA destroyed, bacteria utilize specific
methylated enzymes to provide a protective coating.

Dr. Smith discovered the first site-specific restriction
enzyme and its corresponding methylase. His
experimental findings provided verification of Werner
Arber's theories concerning the existence of restriction
enzymes.

Restriction enzymes allow DNA to be cut into
fragments in specific sites. Through this technique the
order of genes on the chromosome and their chemical
structure may be determined. New combinations of genes
may be created in the laboratory. The increased

knowledge obtained by the use of these "chemical

knives" provides molecular biologists and geneticists with

the mechanism which may solve many problems in

biology and medicine.
Q: Would you summarize the significance o f the

research for which .you received the Nobel Prize?
A: My accomplishment is rather simple. Namely in the

period of 1968 to 1970 when 1 was a new faculty member
here at Johns Hopkins Medical School. a postdoctoral
student and I discovered a cleavage site specific restriction
enzyme. It was the first one that had ever been found.

I think that it was important in the way that we
presented the work. We displayed a very complete picture
in two articles appeasing in the Journal of Molecular
Biology in 1970. One was a detailed description of the
enzyme in which we proved its specificity by actually
determining the sequence of nucleotides in DNA that was
recognized by the enzyme. The other showed where the
cleavage sites were located.

Instead of just publishing many short papers we
presented the entire thing at One time; and this made it
clear to everyone. particularly biochemists and biologists.
that here was an enzyme that cleaved exactly in a
particular sequence of DNA. It was now obvious that you
could cut DNA into specific fragments.
Q: it was the relationship between your reseanli

and that performed by Drs. Werner Arber and Daniel
Nat/tans?
A: Prior to my investigations, Werner Arber, a

geneticist, had written a paper describing another type of
restriction enzyme that was not cleavage site-specific. He
laid the foundations for the existence of these enzymes.
Dr. Arber studied phage restriction and modification in
bacteria, and he induced from his observations that there
must exist a site-specific enzyme. He presumed it would
be an endonuclease. Dr. Arber also believed that there
would be a site-specific modification enzyme that would
protect against the restriction enzyme cleavage. In a
review in 1965, he clearly stated that there were probably

site-specific endonuclease modification enzymes.
In the closing paragraphs of that review he speculated

on future developments, and he stated that he thought
that these enzymes would become useful tools in DNA
sequence work. He, therefore, really saw what was to
come.
We were fortunate to have Dr. Daniel Nathans here at

Hopkins at the time of out discovery of a cleavage
site-specific restriction enzyme. Dr. Nathans had a
particular problem that could not be worked out by
standard genetics and was looking for another approach.
He employed restriction enzyme to cut DNA from
simian virus 40 into numerous fragments and was able to
identify the pattern of genes of this virus responsible for
initiating tumor-producing protein.
Q: Since your initial discovery of site-specific

restriction enzymes, what investigations have you been
pursuing?

A: Immediately after we finished the restriction

enzyme work, I suggested to one of the graduate student
that he look at DNA methylases because many workers in
the field at the time were saying that we really do not
know if some of these site-specific enzymes are truly
restriction enzymes. Such enzymes must have a
modification enzyme of the same specificity in order to
qualify as a restriction enzyme, because
restriction-modification systems are made up of two

enzymes acting at the same time. -
We experimented with DNA methylase and eventually

found four different adenine methylases in the strain of
bacteria that we were working with. One of these
protected against cleavage by our restriction enzyme, and
proved to be the modification enzyme which satisfied the
necessary biological requirements.

Subsequently, we found another methylase which
protected DNA against cleavage. This led to the discovery
of a second enzyme which we had not previously
recognized.
Q: Have you continued to work with these restriction

enzymes in recent years.'

Not only is it the basic building block of

A: We are still working with restriction s enzymes. I
would classify most of our subsequent work as being kind

of "routine." It has potential which has not been fully

realized. We are concentrating on using the restriction and

modification enzymes as model systems for studying
sequence recognition by proteins.

There are a great variety of enzymes which recognize

specific nucleotide sequences. What we want to do is

determine the mechanism by which a given enzyme will
fit a particular nucleotide site and recognize it very
accurately.
Our approach to this problem has been through the use

of base analogs by chemically modifying various groups

on the nucleotides, and seeing what effect that might have

on the enzyme activity. Then one may ask the question:

Is a particular group--let's say on the guanine

ring--involved in recognition or not? You can remove the

group or you can insert a modifying group to determine

what effect it has on activity or on binding. We have

looked mainly at activity.
Q: Were you aware of the fact that you were being

considered for the Nobel Prize?
A: I did not have any prior knowledge. I really did not

know that I was even being considered. It has been eight
years since the original work was published. I cannot

think of any single year where it ever occurred to me that

I should take special note of the news during the month

of October!
I knew that the work had had a big impaCt in the field,

but I never sat back and said, "Gee, they ought to give me
a Nobel Prize for it." However, some people had told me
that I might get one some day. Some investigators do

extremely elegant and brilliant pieces of work requiring a

great deal of intellectual effort. This work we did for the

fun of it, and it sort of fell together. At the same time we
did not realize that it was going to be that important. It

was a nice piece of work, but we did not have a clear
notion that a large part of future research in this field
would depend on our findings.
Q: How were you notified that you had won the prize?.
A: I can remember it vividly! It was about 8:50 A.M. in

the morning and I was having a cup of coffee with mY
wife. The children had already gone to school, and I was
just gathering up my papers. I was almost ready to go out

the door when the telephone rang. My wife picked it up
and said, "Hold it a minute. It is the Associated Press.''
She thought that the call was about the recombinant

DNA hearings in Washington, and that the reporters

wanted to get my viewpoint. I said, "Okay, give it to me.'

The Associated Press said that they had just received

word on the wire service that I had been awarded the

Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine. The co-winners
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were Drs. Daniel Nathans and Werner Arber..
I was actually speechless. After recovering control of

my thoughts, I turned to my wife and reported what the
A.P. representative had just told me. The reporter tried to
interview me at this point, but I could not give very
coherent answers to his questions. After about fifteen
minutes, he said, "Thank you, Dr. Smith." The telephone
rang immediately again, and it was another news service.

By that time, I was a little more composed and was
able to provide more background information. I was not
even positive for what work I had been awarded the prize.
There were several more calls after that, and
subsequently, I left my wife toanswer the telephone.
When I arrived at the medical school, the place was

going berserk! There were crowds of people standing in
the halls. When I got to my office, there was a big sign

saying Congratulations. Everyone in East Baltimore

apparently got the word before I did. I just thank God

that I did not hear it on the car radio or I probably would

have been wrapped around a telephone pole somewhere.

Q: Are you making preparations to deliver your

acceptance speech?
A: Yes, I certainly am. It is traditional to review and

give a personal account of the research that resulted in the

prize. I am certainly going to do that in the opening

paragraphs.
My main emphasis, however, is going to be on our

interests in gene sequence recognition and the use of these

enzymes as model systems.

Apparently there is no restriction in what one talks

about in these lectures. I have noticed that some of the

past laureates who spoke (fifteen or twenty years after

completing their work) selected a subject which was not

really closely related to the investigation that resulted in

the prize. For example, Watson and Crick did not get up

and describe the structure of DNA, since it was "old

stuff" by the time that they received their awards. One

spoke about protein synthesis and the other talked about

the genetic code.

Q: Are you satisfied with the National Institute of

Health guidelines concerning recombinant DNA?

A: No, I am not. I think that they are much too

stringent. My feeling is that a majority of the scientists

now are thinliing that the guidelines need to be relaxed.

That is the direction in which things are going. The

, revised guidelines which have been under consideration in

the past year will be considerably less restrictive.

Q: Some of the fears that concern opponents of DNA

research are that recombinant strains of bacteria would be

resistant to antibiotics, completely new types of bacteria

would be produced, and increases in various forms of

cancer would occur. Some feel that these effects would
not show up for many years. What is your view about the
possibility of such catastrophes taking place?

A: I can only give you my opinion. That is one of the
problems in the entire controversy. One can only give
opinions. There is no basis for any firm statements.
One person says that he thinks it is dangerous; the

other investigator says that he thinks it is safe, and no one
can refute either opinion. I do not think that any of these
horrible things will occur.

Nature has alrea'dy carried out as many recombinations
as it can; it has already tried to fill all the niches, and I do
not think that we are going to discover any new ones.
This is just an intuitive feeling. It is just an opinion, and I
am certain that another person with a different viewpoint
might say that if someone went oeit of his way to take a
toxic gene and splice it into an innocuous bacterium that
inhabits man without producing disease, (let's say that
you took the diptheria toxin gene and stuck it into E.
Coli) maybe he could produce something that would be
dangerous.

maintain no responsible investigator would be foolish
enough to do this.
Q: Do you foresee much use of genetic engineering in

the coming years on human beings?
A: The injection of recombinant DNA into man to give

new characteristics interests some. It may be employed to
correct existing defects, but I think that it is real science
fiction at this point to think that you could turn some
average guy into a Beethoven by placing the right set of
genes into him. We really do not know very much about
what makes one person superior to another one.

Q: Does adequate technology exist for changing the
genes of man?

A: I do not think it is practical now. It might be
possible to replace a gene defect in a limited sort of way,
but to change one gene for another does not seem to me
to be at all feasible.
Q: Where did you receive your undergraduate

education and medical training?
A: I attended the University of Illinois for two years

with the intention of majoring in mathematics. In my
junior year I transferred to the University of California at
Berkeley. By this time I had decided that biological
research with a particular emphasis on neurophysiology
was the field tilat interested me most.

In 1952 I was admitted into the Johns Hopkins Medical
School. I must admit that during my medical school days,
I probably spent more time reading scientific journals
than the basic textbooks.

After finishing medical school I interned at Barnes
Hopsital in St. Louis. Following service in the navy I was
appointed resident in medicine at the Ford Hospital in

Detroit. During this period I became very interested in the
rapidly developing field of genetics. It was my good
fortune to obtain a research appointme:it in the
Department of Human Genetics at the University of
Michigan.
Q: When did you return to Johns Hopkins Medical

School?
A: After five years at the University of Michigan, I

came to Hopkins as an assistant professor in 1967. I was
promoted to full professor of Microbiology in 1973.
Q: In the book Who Should Play God?lby Ted Howard

and Jeremy Rifkin, it is stated that restriction enzymes
are commercially available and may be obtained by
anyone who wishes to purchase them. The authors
describe sensational advertising which could encourage
any high school student to set up a recombinant DNA lab
in his own home. Do you believe that the average high
school student could become involved in manipulations
with recombinant DNA?
A: Yes, any high school student could do this. You can

buy restriction enzymes and you can even buy DNA. It is
easy to mix the two in a test tube along with the proper
buffer. It is relatively easy to work with these substances
and produce recombinant DNA. Then this can be
introduced into E. coli organisms and become
incorporated into bacteria.
Q What is your opinion about the recent book which

describes the cloning of a human being?
A: That is pure hogwash! Only in lower animals has

this process been successful.
Q: What do you anticipate will be the directions which,

research in DNA molecular biology will take in the next

few years?
A: I believe there will be extensive commercial

applications to produce protein products which are of
therapeutic value in humans. I see continued study of
DNA sequences and basic research progress in this field.
There undoubtedly will be advances in determining the
structure of genes. I expect that some type of gene
therapy will eventually be successful, although I am not
certain what particular genetic defects might be
susceptible to treatment.

In regards to cancer, cloned DNA should be of value in
basic research. I do not foresee the use of modified DNA
as a tool for the direct treatment of cancer unless some
new concept makes this approach possible.
Q: I understand that you have a reasonably large

family. Are any of your children demonstrating an
interest in scientific reserach?

A: My wife and I have four boys and one girl. At the
present time there does not appear to be an academic
talent in the whole group. I suspect that they will have to
find their niche in the business world!
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Luis Bunuel
Challenges oar
Cinema's Norms r ysiii
In ̀Tristana'
'Belle de Jour'

BY MIKE GUILIANO

Two films by Spanish director Luis Bunuel, Belle De
Jour on Sunday, December 3rd, and Tristana on
Wednesday, December 6, are being offered. Screenings
will be in Shriver Hall, beginning at 7:30 p.m.
A remarkable, and still active, director, whose career

spans more than fifty years, Bunuel has always been a
revolutionary filmmaker, assaulting bourgeois and
storytelling conventions. Working with Salvador Dali, and
other surrealists, he made two symbol-laden films in the
late 1920's, Un Chien Andalou and L'Age D'Or, which
experimented with fragmented story lines. These are
outright attacks on the Catholic Church, bourgeois
society--on all civilized values and institutions.

Then, after directing a documentary about Spanish
poverty, Land Without Bread, he stopped making films
and spent most of the 1930's and 1940's working at
various studio jobs, including the preparation and
sub titling of Hollywood films for Spanish-speaking

audiences.
It wasn't until the 1950's that Bunuel resurfaced in

Mexico. His Les Olivados, a bitter depiction of how our

society causes juvenile delinquency, once again brought

him worldwide attention. Since then, in what has come to

be called his Golden Age, Bunuel has continued making
films in France and Spain, and with righteous consistency,

an inexorable logic of the illogical, he still wages his
surrealist war on the world of bourgeois reason and
liberalism.

Freeely adapted from a Joseph Kessel novel, Belle du
Jour (1967)is about an unhappily married woman, played
by Catherine Deneuve, whose handsome, successful and
proper surgeon husband bores her and perhaps is the
cause of her frigidity.

Thinking about prostitution leads her to sign on at a
brothel, where she only works from 2-5 (hence her
nickname and the film's title). As Bunuel makes evident,
her daytime occupation really has nothing to do with any
need for money, but has everything to do with sexual
perversity and revenge, with how people, bored by moral

restraints, will uphold the social facade while indulging in

behind-the-scenes degradation. After all, a boutique is the

front for the brothel, and the employees work in both

shopnd whorehouse.
Shot in color, Belle du Jour ,and its star have a cold,

detached beauty, which Bunuel emphasizes by stripping

the soundtrack of any music, removing nearly all

references to a particular society or era, and by framing

shots not just of Deneuve's face, but of different body

parts as well, showing how she is a body in the

marketplace of marriage An ambiguous ending invites

the audience to speculate and moralize, while freeing the

director from doing the latter; indeed, the entire film is

an ambiguous series of dreams about her inner erotic life.

Kessel's reality is here transferred into a dreamland, where

what really happens and what is merely imagined become

indistinguishable.
Catherine Deneuve also stars in Tristana (1970), the

first movie Bunuel made in Spain, after his magnificent

Viridiana (1961). Like that earlier film, to which it is

often compared, Tristana is about a young girl (Deneuve),

ward to an elderly Don (Fernando Rey), whose paternal

feelings mix freely with those of a husband. Both father

and husband to Tristana, he dominates the girl and

influences her adoption of his own hedonistic lifestyle. As

in the Galdos novel from which it is taken, Bunuel's film

mercilessly points out a double standard: a man can have

both sexual license and social position, while a woman

must repress her sexuality; to express it would bring

about her social downfall.

Tristana flees, but then, ill, and with an amputated leg,

she returns, a cruel, ruthless mistress. This innocent

woman, seduced and physically marred, takes her

vengeance. As in Belle du Jour, the woman in Tristana

suffers in a male-dominated society, unable to express her

sexuality or achieve any status other than marital; and in

each film the woman avenges herself in sexually perverse

ways.
Bunuel, characteristically, offers this tale of moral

degradation without himself moralizing: "( Tristana

concerns) the same themes as in all my 
films: eroticism,

and religion. I always limit myself to showing things

without taking a position one way or 
the other."

Belle
de Jour

Randall's Ten Luis Bunuel

Lord of the Rings
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Watership Down

ine Arts Committee

Arts Committee
Will Present
Alternative
With Frith
And Coxhill

The JHU Fine Arts Committee is pleased to announce
an alternate series of concerts for the performing arts. The
series is designed to present a forum for American and
international new music. The Fine Arts Committee has
recently joined the International Festival of Disappearing
Art(s), a series of performances of the old and new arts
with participants in Berlin, Amsterdam, Paris, London,
Toronto, and Baltimore. Two events are upcoming for
this semester as part of the series: Lol Coxhill will be
performing in the Glass Pavilion on December 6th, and
the first Baltimore Festival of Disappearing Art(s),
featuring Fred Frith, CoAccident, and Mama Dada 1919
will be held in the Listening Viewing Room on December
16th. Plans for next semester include concerts by
Yochk'o Seffer and Neffesh Music from France, the Art
Bears and National Health both from England, Daevid
Allen and Gong from Spain, and various national and
local performing artists of merit.

Lol Coxhill will be making his first U.S. appearance at
8:00 p.m. on December 6th in the Glass Pavilion. Lol's
saxophone playing is renowned in Europe as a leading
force in the modern jazz scene. He is well known in rock
circles as well, and his name crops up on numberous and
varied albums by such artists as Kevin Ayers, Henry Cow,
and the Damned. Despite a ten year string of solo and
collaborative albums he is still virtually unrecognized in
this country except by leading American jazz musicians
and foreign music buffs. There will be both chair and rug
seating available for the concert and the audience is
advised to bring their own refreshments.

Fred Frith will be making a rare appearance in this
country on December 16th in the Listening-Viewing
Room as part of the first Baltimore Festival of the
Disappearing Art(s). Frith is known as one of the most
innovative guitarists in music today. He has played with
Henry Cow, the Art Bears, Jade Warrior, Robert Wyatt,
and Brian Eno among others. He has also recorded solo
guitar works on his own and in collaboration with Derek
Bailey, Gerry Fitzgerald, and Hans Reichel. His style is
surely one of the most interesting in all of guitar. Two
guitars having 'various electronic, harmonic and percussive
devices are used in the creation of the alternate sounds
and music that show the expanded limits of the guitar as a
composer's instrument. This will be a solo performance
and it is hoped that he will return to America in the
spring to play with the Art Bears at Hopkins.

Also (dis)appearing will be an American group called
CoAccident. Their literature describes themselves as a
"poetry music performance group, whose works include
voices, electronics, acoustic instruments, texts, notations,
and improvisations." They include the three language
engineers Kirby Malone, Chris Mason, and Marshall Reese,
Alec Bernstein on prepared piano and boxes, Mitchell
Pressman on double bass, Ro Malone on visuo-design, and
whoever else they bring on stage with them. They have
performed in Baltimore, Washington, New York,
Massachusetts, and Toronto. CoAccident is expected to
tour California this spring and Europe this fall. Their
work is of a somewhat revolutionary and Dadaist nature;
it is a total experience which must be seen and heard.

The press release from the third group states, "group be
Mama Dada 1919 claim ties their yugoslavian heritage.
Mama Dada 1919 has performed at hopkins this year to
person makes language different from animal, lower, or,
case. no one knows they. The only comment available
from them is 'Dada is not what dadaists think but what
dadaists.' Traditional acoustic instruments are
complemented by the new sonic inventions (such as the
French Double-Reed Horn and the Egg-Prowno Guitar),
vocals, words, non-vocal words, and various visual media
to present a piece of modern music combining structures
with the of. They be giving more concerts in the area in
the future well recording album release year."
The Festival will begin promptly at 8:00 p.m. The

audience is requested not to eat, drink, or smoke in the
L-V Room. The Fine Arts Committee needs your support
if they are to continue with their plans for next spring.
There will be admission charges for these two events but
the Committee hopes to bring the prices down to a
nominal sum for future projects if these are a success.
Interested persons are urged to contact the Committee at
467-9140 or 235-2376 if they would like to help,
comment, or find information. A splendid time is
guaranteed for all. •
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Steve
Ran all's Top Ten Has New Wave
Being a diehard rock fan, I like having the opportunity of
listing my Top 10 albums of the year. It's as good a way
as any of briefly summing up this year's musical highlights
as I see them. So without further ado (and if anybody
really cares), here they are:

1.Bloodbrothers The Dictators (Asylum)

The boys from da Bronx cop my top spot. Dick
Manitoba may not be the handsomest man in Rock,
like he claims he is, but as a frontman he's in a league
all his own. Lead guitarist Ross the Boss makes overrated
heavy metal clowns like Fred Nugent pale by comparison.
And Adny Shernoff is the best songwriter to have
emerged from the New York underground scene. With
winnerslike "Top Ten", the ̀ Tators will surely win their
way into youi Top Ten if you give'em a chance.
Electrifying, kick-ass r'n'r at its finest. Dictators rule,
O.K.?
2. Genration X (Chysalis)

Blonde teen idol Billy Idol has got the finest voice on
the British p-rock circuit, and this album is chock full of
catchy, melodic anthems that'll really get your blood
pumping. Bob Andrews' manic, staccato guitar chording
has been known to incite mass pogo attacks. 'Your

Generation", a certified high energy classic, is as good as
two Crossroads. It's hard to imagine anyone constructing
a better song than "Kiss Me Deadly" Bundles of great
singles on this LP. I'm working my second copy now.

3. .Darkness, on the Edge of Town Bruce Springsteen

1(Columbia)
The Boss has returned. Originally I wasn't overly

impressed by this album but a phenomenal (as usual)
concert and a few more listens changed my opinion.
Spruce !- td to be the touringest star this year. While
cert!. cll known bands (and I won't mention any
namc play for an hour and fifteen minutes, the E Street
Band delivers three and a half hours of rock solid
entertainment. Need I tell you about the album? In the
words of Robert Duncan, Bruce is a lover - with a giant
rock and roll dick.
4.Give Em Enough Rope. the Clash (Epic)

Second in Popularity only to Yes in England, the Clash
roar back with a stunning followup to their much
heralded debut LP. The mix is better this time around,
and you can understand a few more words (at least 3 per
song). Still too raw for the shake-your-booty and
le t'sge t-mell ow crowds, but rockers will loyeem.
Strummer/Jones have replaced Jagger/Richards in the
eyes of theBritish youth. What is America missing out on?
A hell of a lot. Pass the word: It's Clash time!
5. This Year's Model - Elvis Costello (Columbia)

An artist as gifted and unique as Mr. Costello conies
along about once a decade. The 50's had Presley, in the
60's it was Dylan, and now we have this homely,
bespectacled young man who sings some of the most
seething songs ever written. "Radio Radio" spelled his'
feelings out all too clearly, and FM jocks stayed away in

droves. A few less R & B throwaways and I would have

ranked the album even higher. One thought: How long

can Elvis remain angry when he's hanging out with

heartthrobs like Bebe Buell and making a million a yeaf?

6. Approved by . . . The Motors (Virgin)
A real sleeper. Formed from the ashes of Ducks

Deluxe, a famed British pub rock band, the Motors, led

by Andy McMaster and Nick Garvey, hit the mark with

their second LP. Covering a variety of styles (including
some Grassroots - type material!), they strive to avoid

being categorized as just another bunch of ugly faces. Side'

2 is extraordinary. "Dreaming You Life Away" and
"Today" are both masterpieces, intelligent and

impeccably arranged. Two members recently split, and

the Motors are now being reassembled. Don't count them

out.
7.Heaven Tonight - Cheap Trick (Epic)

They may be the hottest thing going in Japan right
now, but in the States, these Midwestern boys must still
play the opening act routine. Rick Nielson might look like
Huntz Hall and act like a blooming idiot, but his
songwriting ability and axemanship cannot be questioned.
"Surrender" and "On the Radio" got some limited airplay
this summer. Lots more neat Beatlesque tunes where they
came from too. Robin Zander is an extremely capable
lead vocalist. Fun to watch and fun to listen to, Cheap
Trick should be BIG in a few years.
8.Parallel Lines - Blondie (Chrysalis)

Commercial success also seems just around the corner.
for Deborah Harry and crew. They've already achieved al
worldwide Number I hit with "Denis". The fact that.
"Hanging on the Telephone", their current 45, is not•
being heard on my radio right now makes me wonder'
more about the feasibility of the Presidential New Wave!

Conspiracy Theory being passed around. How could even
Jimmy Carter not be touched by the chilling beauty of
"Fade Away and Radiate?" Quick, somebody send that
boy some Blondie albums, and include some full length
posters of Debbie!
9. The Modern Dance - Pere Ubu (Blank)

I was rendered speechless by this positively psychotic
brand of electronic 'avant garde music at Ubu's Marble Bar
appearance this past February. Atonal at times, with

Allen Ravenstine's synthesizer supplying layers of other
worldly sound effects, it may take you a few spins to
appreciate the dissonant beauty Once you "get it",
though, you'll realize that this is the psychedelic album of
the 70's, and you just may find yourself bellowing along
with rotund vocalist Crocus Behemoth: "Life stinks and I
can't think/Life stinks and I need a drink. . ." Camus
never put it any better! Nightmares guaranteed or your
money back.
10.The Shirts (Capitol)

Last of the major CBGB bands to release an LP, and it's
a good one. The Shirts manage to avoid the punk cliches
and arty pretensions that plague so many NY groups.
Diminutive singer Annie Golden, star of the Broadway
musical Hair, possesses a voice about three times her size.
All six band members sing, and the vocal arrangements
here are superb. "Tenth Floor Clown" is my current
favorite. Given better promo, conimerciality is a distinct
possibility.
Oh yeah? Well I don't think too much of your Top 10

either, pal!

Though you'd never know it by listening to the radio,
1978 has been a great year for high quality albums. Due to
the enormous number of records released every week,
though, it seems you either have to be a millionaire, a
record store employee, a critic, or an accomplished
shoplifter to get a chance to hear most of them.

If you've never heard most of the aforementioned
albums, don't worry, 'cause you're not alone. FM playlists
are getting tighter and tighter, making it . -gher and
tougher for new artists to get any kind of exposure at all.
Demographics, program directors will point out, show
that the general public has no interest in new wave music
at all. That's not too surprising, considering the fact that
the public never hears any. Given the choice between
Blondie's latest, which you may have read a good review
of in the City Paper, and Foreigner's latest, which
sounded pretty good to you on the radio, what are you
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Ros Resnick

The 1978 movie season seems to be ending in a flurry
of excitement. Animated excitement,that is. Waters/zip
Down and Lord of the Rings, cartoon versions of their
respective novels, do for animation what Star Wars, and
Close Encounters of the Third Kind did for special

effects.
Watership Down, the epic fable of a community of

' rabbits struggling for survival against a hostile world of

. ecologically irresponsible humans and a band of

' totalitarian rabbits, features two types of animation, both

, reflecting the kind of action portrayed. The introductory

and concluding segments are myth, a comfortable frame

to hold the more realistic, main part of .the movie. These

mythological segments are rendered in child-like
animation, with geometric shapes, heavy black lines, and
crayon-colors. This is effective in evoking a sense of
primitive art and also in sketching a creation myth the
way children would perceive it. The second type of
animation, that of the actual story, is realistic and
detailed. The rabbits are not of the Walt Disney variety

(humanized caricatures that we agree to call bunnies).
These little critters are accuarately rendered right down to
ie individual hairs on their noses; it is hard to avoid

going to spend your five bucks on?
And just what is a "new wave" group anyway? The

genre is so broad, the tag is ultimately meaningless. What
does Pere Ubu have in common with Generation X? What
do the Shirts have in common with the Clash? Nothing
except for inspiration and the fact that they don't sell
many records in the USA. Tom "Technoflash"Scholz sells
more of his albums in an hour than these groups do in a
month. Rod Stewart probably spent more money last
night than Pere Ubu made this year-.

It's really unfortunate that the average rock fan thinks
"new wave" means creeps in black leather jackets, ripped
t-shirts, safety pins through noses, extreme acts of
violence, and a general absence of musical ability. That
was mainly London, about a year and a half ago. Now, all
the posing seems to have slackened off appreciably (even
gobbing- spitting on band members - is going out of
style!), and the scene is moving on. Or at least trying to.
The negative image of the prototypical "punk rocker,"

however, fostered by sensationalism in the masss media,
TV shows such C.P.O. Sharkey, Sugar Time, and WK RP in
Cincinnati which featured ridiculous punk rock episodes,
and most of all, a frail junkie named Sid Vicious, has gone
a long way to assure that any band even remotely
connected with the new wave won't get a fair shake in
this country. The powers that be in the multibillion dollar
music industry don't want anything to do with "that
punk rock crap"-let the critics be damned!

While I'll be the first to admit that there are an
abundance of third rate new wave bands today churning
out unlistenable garbage, I can't help but feel that by
ignoring the new wave altogether, America is missing out

on the most exciting genre in contemporary music. There
is real rock and roll being made out there, if only people
would turn down their Grease albums long enough to hear
if.

Let's hope WJHU-FM's programming will be as good as
that of WGTB-FM, Georgetown University's station. If
we've ever needed a progressive station in Baltimore,
we surely need it now. The new music should be getting
some airplay-it's that simple.

I mean, how can we all he Devo when three quarters of
us have never heard Devo? •

Steve Randall, a Junior majoring in Psychology, plays bass

for Ivan ,and the Executioners, a mysterious p-k r--k band
who, according to Steve, "have never given a bad
show."

wincing during the violent scenes when rabbit guts are
being spilled. The background scenery, the rabbits' fields
(warrens) and underground passages are beautifully done.
The muted, ethereal grays and greens also add to the
realism. Yet the animators occasionally return to. solid
streaks of color to lend emotional impact to a scene. For
instance, when one of the rabbits forsees the warren's
doom in a field covered with blood and uprooted trees.

The Lord of the Rings takes animation technology one
step further with its technique of overlaying photography
with animator's paint. Like Waters/zip Down, Lord of the
Rings also employs two types of animation. The first is
the conventional lines-and-colors kind, used to portray
the heroes, the members of the Fellowship of the Ring.
Gandalf, the wizard, looks especially awesome in his
sweeping, white robes and body-length beard; some of the
h obbits' fleeting facial expressions are marvelously,
sometimes oddly rendered by this medium but the second
kind of animation, the photographic hocus pocus, is the
more extrapordinary. The villainous Orcs and Nazgul
(Ringwraiths) look enough like men to be played by
grotesquely masked actors on real horses. In battle scenes
painted over with green and gray washes, these insidious
raiders with pea-green, rubber faces withmarachino cherry
eyes, look like a cross between medieval knights and
regulars at the bar in Star Wars. The customers at the inn
where Frodo and Company spend the night are also
drawn in this manner. These almost-photographic
drawings startle the viewer; it's as though the Mona Lisa
had changed the position of her lips. This overlayed
photography is also used to good effect during the scenes
of wizardry; the flashes of color and light are the most
sensational effects since Fantasia. Finally, the painted
backdrops of river valleys and fortresses project the
forceful natural beauty found in the Middle Earth
calendars.
, Both Waters/zip Down and the Lord of the Rings stand
independently as exquisite artistic creations, apart from
their merits of translating print into film. These movies
should be viewed with a mind open to acceptance of the

beauty of animation.
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'MORE COURSE REVIEWS
Below are descriptions of several courses being offered for next semester.

Unfortuna'ely, these professers' statements were received after The Course Guide had
gone to press, so as a public service we are running them here in the News-Letter. If
these courses sound like ones you want to take but you have already pre-registered,
flon't despair. You can add them next semester after registration.

Anthropology
7.20 Intro to Social and Cultural Anthropology Dr. Ahern

This course is an ( xamination of central concepts and issues in social anthropology.
We will begin by studying aspects of two societies in detail: the Trobriands of
Melanesia and traditional and modern China. The ethnographic data from these two
case studies will then be brought to bear on a series of problems: how can phenomena
like the incest taboo or initiation ceremonies be explained cross-culturally? How do
approaches based on evolutionary development, cultural ecology, structuralism,
functionalism, or symbolic analysis contribute to the explanation of human behavior?
We will end by talking about the practice of anthropology in North America today.

Texts will include Wolf, The House of Lim, Malinowski, Argonauts of the Western
Pacific, Levi-Strauss, Totemism, and a selection of reprints.

Grades will be based on essay examinations and short (5-page) papers.

7.648 Theory in Anthropology Dr. Ahern
A discussion of recent issues in theoretical anthropology, focused around three

major themes: 1) the problem of what kinds of explanations for human actions are
appropriate for anthropology, those used in the natural sciences, those used in
interpietive disciplines, or some other; 2) what theories of meaning in language are
assumed implicitly or explicitly by various ethnographers; how do these different
theories affect analysis; 3) what is the nature of conventional rules in society; distinct
types of rules; vagueness in rules; following rules in society. The first half of the course
will involve readings in both theory and ethnography; the second half will be devoted
to the reanalysis of ethnographic accounts on the basis of the theoretical discussions
undertaken in the first half.

History of Art

1.342 The Renaissance Without Madonnas Dr. Verheyen

This course, which has never been given before, will deal with works of the
Italian and Northern Renaissance with an emphasis on non-religious art. Discussion
will center on the question of the survival of pagan concepts and imagery during the
Middle Ages and their rediscovery during the 15th and 16th centuries. The works
discussed will range from the decoration of marriage chests to Titiar.'s mythological
paintings done for Philip II of Spain.

Readings will include art historical texts and (to a greater extent) works of literature
from Ovid to Ariosto. Reading assignments will be about 100 pages per week (all in
English). Two short papers will be required. No previous art history course is required
as prerequisite.

1.386 Modern Sculpture Dr. Stanton
Modern Sculpture will follow the development of subject and technique in sculpture

from Rodin to the present. The course will require some reading but the emphasis will

be placed on study of works of sculpture in the Hershhem and other museums within

easy reach.

History of Science
14.373 Biology and Politics Dr. Haraway
The course will focus on varieties of biological determinism in political debate,

especially in debates about reproduction, the family, sexual roles, and human nature.

The first third of the course is called "Political Physiology: The Body as Technological
Device." Using James Tiptree's science fiction (Star Songs of an Old Primate), and
current popular health and self-improvment manuals (Man's Body: An Owner's Manual

and Woman's Body: An Owner's Manual ) we will discuss history of 20th
century physiology and in e.dicine which help define our sense of our
place in nature. The main themes will be ideologies of stress and of stress and sexual
energy.
The second third of the course is called " Birth Control, Feminism and the Family:

Forces and Relations of Reproduction."We will explore alternative ways of
approaching the social and medical and political history of the birth control movement
in America in the 19th and 20th centuries. The book will be Woman's Body, Woman's
Right supplemented by Capitalism and the Family. We will also make use of From
Private Vice to Public Virtue, but the text is not yet in paperback.

The last third of the course is called "Evolutionary Theory and Population Biology:
The Produce of History Is Human Nature." We will look at the debate on the relation
between population and resources in the 19th century (Malthus' Essay on the Principle

of Population, Norton Critical Edition). We will then consider eugenics (as biological

theory and as political movement in America) and post-World War II population

control movements. We will conclude with an exploration of sociobiology in the

debate on the human being's place in nature and history. We will use Biology as a

Social Weapon and selections from E.O. Wilson.

! Format will include both lecture and discussion. Students will be asked to complete

course reaf'ings in time for the discussions, write short papers based on the reading, and

take an active part in determining the analysis and direction of the course. Books cost

Iabout $10, but will also be available on reserve.

Non-Departmental

70.382 Changing China Dr. Pfeifer
This is the final course that I'll teach at Hopkins, after ten years here. If you

cannot from it learn "the truth," you will learn how differently "the truth" can look.
The course focuses on understanding domestic developments in China since 1949. It

begins with a three-week introduction to the Chinese revolution. The bulk of the
course then deals with Maoist revolution between 1949 and Mao's death in 1976.
"Changing China" concludes with several weeks devoted to examining the post-Mao era
to determine whether the revolution is over. Comparisons with the United States
necessarily are involved throughout.
As in all my courses, I teach the particular materials of this one with several ulterior

educational motives. First, I hope to encourage students to develop two crucial skills,
which are an important part of what it means to be "educated:" the capacity to read
different materials critically, and the capacity to write a clear, disciplined argument. I
do this through .the seminar format, in which the basic arguments, assumptions an:1
unasked questions of the reading are drawn out, and through the assigning of and my
commentaries upon short, argumentative papers. These pairers and my comments
concerning both substantive points and argument structure are then discussed
individually with students. Second, I try to communicate to students that there are
visions of the world other than the liberal-caiiitalist one, with which we have all been
thoroughly indoctrinated, and that these other visions may tell us vital things about
our world and ourselves. Third, I encourage students to work together to further their
understanding. My overall aim in teaching is to contribute to stur.!ents' capacity to
think for themselves and to understand the world as it exists.
The readings, most of which are listel below, average about 200 pages per week.

Two four-page papers and a final ten-page paper are assigned. In addi-ion to the
readings, the papers, and class discussion, we will play a simulation game called Star
Power; I will present a slide show on art and politics; and one or more movies will be
shown. For writing papers, students will be organized into small discussion groups so
they can benefit from each other's ideas and arguments as they work out, organize and
compose their own. No exams. No prerequisites.

Books to be read in whele or part: William Hinton, Fanshen; John G. Gurley,
Challengers to Capitalism, Maurice Meisner, Mao's Chinaa; David and Nancy Milton,
The Wind Will Not Subside; Joshua Horn, Away With All Pests; Simon Leys, Chinese
Shadows; Stuart Schram, Chairman Mao Talks to the People; and China Since Mao.

Philosophy
15.41 Moral Problems of Medicine Dr. Postema

This course will attempt to provide a framework for analysis of moral problems that
arise in medical care and for rational discussion and decision regarding them. Some
attention will be given at the outset to the nature of moral problems and judgements,
'to skeptical challenges to rational argument in ethics, and to the similarities and
differences among moral, scientific, and medical judgments and the place or rationality
in each. Next, the moral and social dimensions of the physician-patient relation will be
explored. Emphasis will be placed on the notion of personal care, and the implications
and possible qualifications of the notion will be considered in subsequent discussion of
a select number of moral problems. Among these will be: placebo therapy,
experimentation on human subjects, appropriate responses to refusal of life-saving
treatment for religious reasons, persons choosing to die, and the treatment of defective
newborn infants.
The class will have a lecture-discussion format with assistant-led discussion sections.

Films and outside speakers will be used to stimulate discussion. Work requirements
involve reading in textbooks and reserve materials, three short papers and a final
examination.

15.360 Kant Dr. Barker
This course will deal primarily with Immanuel Kant's Critique of Pure Reason The

three class meetings per week will be devoted to discussion of this text, of problems of
interpretation and of philosophical issues raised by it. One paper and a final
examination will be required.

Psychology
20.308 (S,Q) Psychological and Educational Testing Dr. Stanley
3 credits, F 1-3. Educational testing will be emphasized. Psychology 20.307, the first

half of this year course, emphasizes psychological testing; it is not a prerequisite for
this course. The textbook will by Julian C. Stanley and Kenneth D. Hopkins's
Educational and Psychological Measurement and Evaluation, supplemented by Glenn
H. Bracht, Kenneth D. Hopkins, and Julian C. Stanley's book of readings entitled
Perspectives in Educational and Psychological Measurement. There will be a midterm
and a final examination, the latter on the last class day, but no paper.

This week, the Course Guide will be distributing questionnaires. Please take a few
minutes to fill these out for each course you are taking. If you would like your
opinions to remain confidential, you may return the forms yourselves through campus
mail to Box 1240. If you do not receive questionnaires and would like to evaluate a
course, contact Elizabeth Grossman through Box 658 and we will get the forms to you

We thank you for your cooperation and support.

paid advertisement
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Runners Place 2nd
The Johns Hopkins

women's cross country team,
part of the new women's track
club formed last spring, finished
second by two points to
Gettysburg College in the MAC
women's invitational cross
country championship held
recently at Franklin+Marshall.

This event, which marks the
culmination of the collegiate
portion of the women's track
club's fall program, also saw
Hopkins junior Terry Buescher
capture the individual title,
setting a new course record of
19:18 for the 5 kilometer course.
The first five finishers for

Hopkins all finished in the top
25. Sophomore Wendy Galfand,
in her first race of the season
following -a severe ankle injury,
was seventh in 20:41. Freshman
Abby Kingman was 9th in 21:19;
senior Aneesa Rahman finished
16th in 22:25, both women
running personal bests.
Sophomore Paula Boggs lowered
her best 5 km. time by almost a
full minute, finishing in 22nd
place with a 23:30. Sophomores
Lisa Pease and Berny Krol
finished four seconds apart in
30th and 31st place. Kim Colfer
and Kristin Ranum completed
the Hopkins unit.
"The fact that every woman

bettered her previous best by
over 30 seconds shows the
progress that these runners have
made," Coach Gary Green
commented. "It was tough to
come so close to being the
conference champions, but in the
first year, it was as much as any
of us could have hoped. The

progress this year can only mean,
a solid team next fall."

Membership in the women's
track club is open to everyone.
Approximately 25 members of
the club are Hopkins students,
and the club is making a strong
effort to reach women runners
outside the University who
would like an outlet for their
interest. Members' ages range
from 12 to 32, and their interests
are as varied, from running for
fitness to marathoning--two

women, in fact, will be tackling
the Maryland Marathon this
Sunday.
The winter program of the

women's track club is just
beginning. The winter program
includes running for fun, road
racing, indoor track and field,
and preparation for the spring
season. An organizational
meeting will be held this
Monday, December 4th, at 7:30
p.m. in the fencing room of the
Athletic Center.

MA Standings
A busy schedule of BIA 1

activities is winding down to a
close, with only the final rounds
of the ping pong tournament left
to play.

All three leagues are
characterized by close races in -
the quest for the highly-coveted
BIA trophies. Thanks to a strong
showing in flag football,
"Battling" Bill Sick's Hollander
squad holds a 35 point lead over
Wilsdn-Wood, which was
victorious in soccer and the
Goucher Gallop. Only one point
behind in third place is
Vincent-Willard, led by the
exploits of tennis sensations Walt
Roth and Audrey "Smash"
Zettick.
The fraternity league features

yet another tight battle between
arch-rivals DU and TEP. DU,
under the leadership of Ted
"Fred Flintstone P' Fireston, got
off to a great start by going

Cavaliers Jump
On Blue Jays, 79-54

The JHU basketball teami
dropped its second straight game
of the season to Division I
University of Virginia 79-54 last
Tuesday night in Charlottesville
Va. The Blue Jays proved to be a
much more qualified opponent
for the Atlantic Court
Conference Cavaliers than most
experts expected them to be.
Virginia expected to rout the
Jays, but could not get untracked
and led by only 12 at the half.
The Hopkins team wai led by

Ray Zukowski's game high 19
points and Tom Tessitore's 10
rebounds. Tessitore also chipped
in 8 points to join Senior Captain
Kevin Kabat as the team'ssecond
leading scorer. U Va was led by
pre-season All-America guard Jeff
La mp's 1 4 points.and Steve .

Oixie Dick's Pix
Al ter a nocturnal sojourn over

three international borders and a
whole lot of fast talking at US

ti St o ins in Richmond. Dixie
Dick has returned to the or CSA
And just in time. too! With the
!)owl season upon us. Dixie Dick

Castellan's game high 13
rebounds.
The Wahoos outshot Hopkins

from both the field and the foul
line, but the game might well
have been close if not for
Virginia's total dominance under
the basket. The Blue Jays were
outrebounded 45-22 by the taller
Cavaliers. The short Blue Jays
will have to overcome their
rebounding deficiencies if they
are to have a successful season.

In their first game of the
season the Blue Jay capers lost to
the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy 78-75 in a foul- plagued
overtime game.

This weekend the Blue Jays
are participating in the Baltimore
Metro-Tourney at the Towson
Center.

now takes advantage of his
timely return to present his first
annual post-season pix:

Orange Bowl-
Nebraska by 2 over Oklahoma

Rose Bowl-
USC by 6% over Michigan

Gator Bowl-
OSU by 4% over Clemson

Cotton Bowl-

Notre Dame by 6% over Houston, o
Notre Dame by 8% over Texas Tech

Sugar Bowl-
PSU by 6'/ over Georgia, or
Alabama by 1 over PSU

Fiesta Bowl 
Arkansas

Bowl-
Pittsburg 

y 0r UCLA
Tangerine

Pittsburg by 3% over NCS

undefeated in flag football, an
accomplishment which, coupled
with an awesome display in the
two-on-two basketball.
tournament, gave the Deltas what
appeared to be a commanding
lead. But Terry Kaufman's TEP
squad bounced right back with
strong showings, in tennis, soccer
and basketball. Only 9 points
separate the two teams. Phi Si
follows in third.

Finally, in the newly-formed
independent leagues, Phil
"Jackson" Konort's NL squad is
in a dead heat with the Mean
Machine. Led by "Mad" Cliff
Goldman, the Mean Machine
advanced in the flag football
playoffs and were victorious in
volleyball. Nevertheless, the
underrated News-Letter plugged
away, and thanks to victories in
billiards and tennis, has tied for
the lead.

The BIA will continue its
diversified sports program next
semester, beginning with
basketball. Due to the popularity
of this sport, all rosters will be
due by Friday, December 15th.
Each team, excluding the dorms,
should specify why they wish to
play in the A league (ultraskilled)
or B league (skilled). Also, each
team . must designate a referee
and an alternate (paid) who will
be available on a regularly
scheduled basis.

Lynn Katz and Eleanor Simonsick guard the goal

Katz Honored
Field hockey coach Micul

Ann Morse expressed amazement
and pleasure as she talked about
the accomplishments of the
newest Johns Hopkins star
athlete, Lynn Katz.
Lynn is presently on her way

to Ellensburg, Washington, where
she will compete in the national
field hockey championships
about to take place on the
grounds of Central Washington
University. Neither Lynn nor her
coach could've dreamed this was
possible or even thinkable three
months ago inasmuch as Lynn
had never before handled a
hockey stick.

It all began in September when
Lynn , came out to watch her
roommate at hockey practice at
the same time that Coach Morse
was rubbing her chin in dismay at
her lack of hockey candidates.
Somehow Mrs. Morse managed to
get Ms. Katz into a hockey outfit
the next day and a potential star
was born. Not that the star's
birth was without labor pains.
"I spent a lot of time with

Lynn working on 1 on 1," said
Coach Morse."She had to learn
the stance. Then my assistant,
Jeannette de Vos, helped me
teach her how to make a stop.
Soon we had her clearing the

ball, ,but we all three knew we
had to compress a whole hockey
season into a few weeks o f
instruction."

Fortunately, Lynn Katz has an
athletic background. She had
been on the Hopkins basketball
team for two years and had
also played. basketball at h er
Bethesda high school. Coach
Morse found her to be "a fast
learner, a good athlete, and
possessing a lot of natural
quickness."

As a result of the hard work,
beginner Katz helped lead the
Hopkins field hockey team to its
all-time best season with 4
victories, 3 ties, and 5 losses.
When the Blue Jay girls played in
the - Baltimore College Field
Hockey tournament, Lynn was
selected on the All-Star team.
She was the lone Hopkins
representative when the All-Star
team traveled to the Southeast
Regional tournament at Sweet
Briar College in Virginia.. There
she was again selected, and is
presently representing the
Southeast Region in the finals on
the West Coast.
The 5'2" dark-haired Lynn is a

junior who resides on Ewing
Drive in Bethesda, Maryland.

Football Team Looks Ahead
BY RICHARD M. MILLER
Al though injuries, turnover

problems, and a rash of untimely
penalties once again prevented
the Blue Jay grid squad from
turning in a winning performance
this fall, preparations are already
under way to build a winning
1 979 Johns Hopkins football
team.
"I'm already in the process of

contacting over six hundred
prospective players for next
year," observed head football
Coach Dennis Cox early last
week, "and so far we have several
promising prospects from both
the high school and collegiate
ranks."

Despite the inability of this
year's Blue Jay gridders to
produce their first winning
record in five years, several
players distinguished themselves
through exemplary individual
performances, earning themselves
berths on the Baltimore Sun's

1978 All-State football squad.
On offense, senior tri-captain

Kenny Bess' 592 yards on 135
carries earned him a spot at the
running back position, while
freshman split end Bill Stromberg
sailed easily to All-State honors
with 1067 aerial yards and 11
touchdowns. Nationally-ranked
freshman quarterback Jim
Margraff, whose pin-point passing
attack led the Blue Jays to the
top of the Middle Atlantic
Conference in total offense, and
John Potthast, one of his primary
receivers, both received
honorable mentions in last
Saturday's All-State balloting.
On defense,. junior lineman

Ned Sacha and freshman
linebacker Mike Miller both
emerged with honorable
mentions. In a state sporting the
nation's top two defensive
platoons (Bowie State and
Western Maryland) competition
was fierce_ for spots on the

defensive squad, prompting the
Sun to concede that two
defensive lines would have been
more representative than the
single five-man squad selected by
the newspaper.
The youth of this year's

All-State award winners clearly
demonstrates the growing
potential of next yea,r's football
squad. With a solid recruiting
effort, improved execution, and a
healthy season the team should
be headed for a winning record in
the campaign to come.

Tonight the Blue Jay gridders
meet one last tim e in their
annual post-season celebration,
where the result of this year's
All-MAC team voting will be
released. Next year's team
captains will also be selected
from among those veterans who
have distinguished themselves as
leaders during their tenure as
members of the Blue Jay grid
squad.
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Directed by Michael Crichton.

Starring Genevieve Buicki. 
Michael Douglas

Elizabeth Ashley. Richard 
\Mama*
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The feeling of reality is nescapab

-Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun Times
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"A rich. satisfying thriller for those who can

I

stand the fast pace of an exercise terrort i in -

-Judith Crist, New York Post
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Friday December 1 — Great Hall

Saturday December 2 Shriver Hall
7:30 p.m. & 10:00 p.m. 1 1 admission $1.00

/THE\
PIT

Home of the
10 MINUTE
OIL CHANGE
OUR ONLY BUSINESS

WBE, OIL & FILTER
MOST

AMERICAN $ FEATURING
PENNZOIL

FOREIGN PLUS 10W-40

CARS 
TAX

PLUS FREE UNDERH000 FLUI0 CHECK

95

1

1
1025 WEST 41st ST. 235-6336

BETWEEN FALLS ROAD & ROLAND AVENUE
1/4 MILE WEST OF ROTUNDA MALL

MI&

WEEKEIlD WOHDEll WA
3 WEEKS OF

DOUBLE FEATURES 

December 8 & 9
American Graffiti

American Hot Wax

December 15 & 16 
Day For Night

We All Loved Each Other So Much

December 22 & 23
Wizard of Oz

March of the Wooden Soldiers

silnivrit TILL 'mission 11.00

MICE Or THE CHAPLAIN

338-8188
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